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After chats with park users, the small weepingXX 
willow overhanging the lake will  be retained.XX 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Amongst  the plans  mooted by the Friends to improve theXX 
Lakeside Walk for wildlife and amenity was the removal of aXX 
small weeping willow (upper left and above), which hangsXX 
over the eastern (mansion) bank of the lake. The reasoningXX 
was that this would have restored a view across the widestXX 
part of the lake, and reeds might have been planted in theXX 
area which it had been shadowing. This idea however, wasXX 
not  welcomed  by  everyone  as  an  improvement.  AmongstXX 
those who thought that we should reconsider this aspect ofXX 
our plans was Brenda Bloom (lower left),  a local  residentXX 
who has enjoyed Belair Park for many years. She was also,XX 
back in November 1993, one of the founders of the Friends. X 
She advised against felling the willow, which she describedXX 
as “graceful” and “restful.” She argued that the view acrossXX 
the widest section of the lake could be enjoyed from theXX 
opposite bank, and that the willow was part of what madeXX 
that view so pleasant. At the same time, the cover providedXX 
by  the  willow  helps  to  preserve  the  distinctiveXinternalXX 
character of the Lakeside Wildlife Walk.

We thank Brenda for her cogent contribution toXX 
the ongoingXprocess of discussion and feedbackXX 
about our Park and its ecology areas, throughXX 
which the community helps us to modify andXX 
improve our plans. There is an open invitationXX 
to all of our readers to participate.  X x x x x x x x 
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The  green  curtain  will  remain,  but  we  shallXX 
remove  the  tatty,  half-collapsed  fencing  inXX 
front,  which is  contributing  neither  to safetyXX 
nor appearances. One consultant for SouthwarkXX 
has  suggested  that  this  fence  might  actuallyXX 
undermine safety by impeding rescue attemptsXX 
in the event of incidents in the lake.xxxxxxxxxXX 
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